Bringing Technology into Outdoor Recreation
Technology Improves:

- Safety
- Customer Satisfaction
- Preventative maintenance
- Legal protection
Spot Technology

- GPS communication device
  - Tracking
  - Messaging
  - Dispatching emergency services

- Improves customer service by improving rescue & recovery time
- Peace of mind
- Provides location-based communication / messaging when cell service is not available
- Tracking retained on website,
- Good for law enforcement
ACR ResQLink+ : Personal Locator Beacon

- Dispatching Emergency Services Only
- Use it worldwide
- Beacon emits a 121.5 MHz local homing signal once rescuers get to the GPS position for specific positioning.
Linxup

- Tracks units without the customer interference,
- Tracks speed to help with enforcement
- GPS coordinates for tracking and emergency
- No messaging
Touchscreen GPS Tablets for mapping
Digital Check In/Out APP

- Integrates Linxup tracking of vehicle
- Simplifies the Check-in/Check-Out Process
- Maintains data on machine for vehicle maintenance & service
- Keeps staff accountable for tracking mileage, damage and maintenance
- Eliminates the question about pre-existing damage
Digital Waivers

- Eliminates paper filing
- Improves efficiency
- Creates Professional image